WEISERMAZARS LLP ADDS CONSULTING PRINCIPALS JONATHAN STOMBERGER AND
TODD HECKMAN

New York, NY (August 21, 2015) – WeiserMazars LLP, a leading accounting, tax and advisory services firm,
today announced the addition of Todd A. Heckman and Jonathan Stomberger as Principals in the Management
Consulting and Health Care Consulting Practices, respectively. Both new Principals will be based out of the
Pennsylvania office, significantly growing the firm’s local presence as well as its overall health care and
management consulting capabilities.
Todd has more than 20 years of management consulting and business transformation experience in a wide
range of industries, with particular focus on health care, higher education, and not-for-profit organizations. He
has also served a number of clients in the insurance, media, consumer products, government, pharmaceutical
and financial services industries sectors.
Alex Unterkoefler, WeiserMazars Consulting Practice Leader said, “Today’s business climate is volatile and
undergoing substantial regulatory change at the national and international levels. We are seeing a great
demand from clients for real-world expertise that can help them overcome obstacles and improve their
companies’ performance. We know that Todd will be a significant asset to both our practice and the firm as a
whole.”
Jonathan, a Certified Change Manager, has more than 25 years of experience in health care consulting with a
concentration in Enterprise Transformation.
“The health care sector is seeing an unprecedented level of change,” commented Debra Bornstein,
WeiserMazars Health Care Practice Leader. “As transformation leaders, we are committed to continually
enhancing our capabilities by adding experienced, insightful professionals. Jonathan’s track record of
delivering effective organizational change makes him exactly right for both our practice and our clients. I very
much look forward to working with him.”
“Health care organizations need access to comprehensive professional resources to successfully navigate their
current challenges. I know that WeiserMazars can deliver exceptional value to my existing and future clients,”
commented Jonathan.
Todd added, “Businesses in all industries need to be prepared for their own regulatory obstacles as the global
economy changes. By joining WeiserMazars, I’m able to present my clients with seamless international
capabilities and local expertise. I am glad to be part of such a knowledgeable, service-oriented community.”
Victor Wahba, WeiserMazars CEO commented, “As we continue with our growth plans for the firm, we are
committed to attracting top professionals with subject matter expertise. I am pleased to welcome Todd and
Jonathan and look forward to working with them.”
About WeiserMazars LLP
WeiserMazars LLP provides insight and specialized experience in accounting, tax and advisory services.
Since 1921, our skilled professionals have leveraged technical expertise and industry familiarity to create
customized solutions to overcome client challenges. As the independent U.S. member firm of Mazars Group,

we have a global reach of 15,000 professionals in more than 70 countries. Locally and internationally, we
build lasting relationships with our clients by addressing their particular needs, creating value and optimizing
their organizational performance. For more information visit us at www.weisermazars.com
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